
Souldance

We. need. to be unconscious to reach a moment of GRACE. The dis/connect between head
and neck-shoulders-upperbody. Moving as a whole or keeping mental control? Who is more
dizzy?

The weight shifts when you start thinking about the movement too much. One loses balance.
Human bodies are built to FAIL.

puppets will reach grace.

"In addition", he said, "these puppets have the advantage of being antigrav. G

They are not afflicted with the inertia of matter, R
the property most resistant to dance. A
The force which raises them into the air is greater V
than the one which draws them to the ground. I

How there is a dimension barely touched. As if unattainable. Left-back, mostly, although it
changes individually. A smaller or less defined movement. There is a dominant side. Does
the body know there is an inability?
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Puppets need the ground only to glance against lightly, like elves, and through this
momentary check to renew the swing of their limbs. Use three eggs and some cheese and
you decide to create something to eat. When I make a show it’s my fridge. Decide to create
something. The best we can do is make it as inconspicuous as possible..."

My reply was that, no matter how cleverly he might present his paradoxes, he would never
make me believe a mechanical puppet can be more graceful than a living human body. He
Why does our body struggle so much with difference in direction? Individual body parts can
only move individually in limited sense. The connect chain of movement that connects our
entire body through our spine.

playful. playfullness. play.  pl a y. plaaaayffuuuuul. playful. playfullnesss.. play. homo ludens.
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We need place to have some rest, some place to think. It’s a tempel but a tempel with no
answers. The dis/connect between head and neck-shoulders-upperbody. Moving as a whole
or keeping mental control? Who is more dizzy?

The weight shifts when you start thinking about the movement too much. One loses balance.

I told him I was well aware how consciousness can disturb natural grace.

To reach GRACE we must be willing to FAIL.


